1. Sign locations shall be adjusted as necessary to maximize their visibility with respect to roadway geometry & site conditions, and for the safety of the public.

2. The contractor shall maintain vehicular access to all driveways in the construction area for the duration of the project. See special provisions for item no. 0971001A for maintenance and protection of traffic.

3. Barricade warning lights—High intensity shall be installed on all post-mounted diamond signs and construction barricades.

4. All existing conflicting directional signing shall be covered during detour operations. The cost shall be included under the item "Maintenance and Protection of Traffic (0971001A).

REFERENCE:

LEGEND:
- Construction sign support—post mounted on breakaway sign posts
- Detour route
- Type I—Concrete barrier
- Type II—Concrete barrier

DETOUR PLAN NOTES:
- All sign locations shall be adjusted as necessary to maximize their visibility with respect to roadway geometry & site conditions, and for the safety of the public.
- The contractor shall maintain vehicular access to all driveways in the construction area for the duration of the project.
- Barricade warning lights—High intensity shall be installed on all post-mounted diamond signs and construction barricades.
- All existing conflicting directional signing shall be covered during detour operations. The cost shall be included under the item "Maintenance and Protection of Traffic (0971001A)."